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h .- a preYious paper by Curson ::nul Epstein (1934) illustrations " ·ere 
shown of the three parent sto1·ks, that .of the Hamitic Longhorn 
(which is apparently extinct) being taken from Kronacher 's Allge
meine Tierzucht, 1 Abt., fig. 73. Kronacher gives Adametz: as tbe 
source of this picture, wL!ch r epresents two Apis bulls from an 
ancient .Egyptian text. A.s photos were not shmYn of the Bachyceros 
and Longhorned Zebu cattle as dra>rn by the Egyptians, illustrations 
will now be given and the opportunity taken to shmY the Hamitic 
Longhorn type, cows being represented as well as the bull. 

H .nnTrc LosGIIORS STOCK. 

Fig. 1 sho\\·s seven cows accompanied by a bull, both the con
formation and colour patterns being Yery similar to that encountered 
to-clay among Sanga cattle (which contain Hamitic Longhorn and 
Longhornecl Zebu bloorl) in many parts of Africa. The pidure is 
reproduced from Yahucla 's T he Accvracy u.f t lt e Bil.Jle, and in refer
ring to .Phar aoh 's 1heam , the au thor states : " As to the famous 
dream of the seven fat and seven lean kine (Gen . 41 : 1-7), it \Yas 
several years ago pointed out by Edouanl Kaville and others tb at 
such a story was only conceivable in Egypt, where the Goddess 
Jiathor \Yas worshipped in the form of a cmY. As there were se,-en 
districts each haYing i ts H athor CO\Y, hence the fieYen kine. In the 
tomb of Nefretiry, the beautiful wife of R ameses II, the seven cows 
are to be seen accompanied by th e bull-god as if they \Yere marching 
in a solemn procession " (p. 8). 

DRACIIYCEllOS STOCK. 

Another representation of ancient cattle is shown in Fig. 2, 
where the Brachyceros type is 1lepictecl. t ahucla (1934) g-iYes the 
:;;ource as " on the \Yonclerful mural relief of the temple of Hatschep
sut in Dair-al-Bahri" (p. 8) and the legeml und er his pi cture is 
" Seven co"·s grazing in the ' Ga rcleu of .\m on ' in i he mea dow under 
frankincense-trees" . Actually ther e appear to he nine h ead of cattle, 
the one in th e foreground being a bull ! 
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LoNGHORKF:D JI;Euu SToCK. 

Stegman von Pritzwald (1924) gives a figure (fig. 15, p. 5G) which 
undoubtedly shows the Long horned Zebu in Egypt during the New 
Kingdom (1580-945 B.c.*). Epstein (1933) reproduces the picture in 
question, and as his figure lends itself better for photography, it is 
shown here as Fig. 3. Stegman von Pritzwald gives the source of his 
picture as W. M. ~Hiller, but the original is not indicated. 

N effgen (1904), in his description of the Veterinary Papyrus. of 
Kahun, refers to three ancient types of cattle in Egypt, viz.:
" Longhornrasse " (clearly Hamitic Longhorn), " Kurzhornrasse " 
(Brachyceros), and " Hornlosen Tiere ". The same classification has 
been adopted by Carlier (1912) in his description of cattle in 
L' Elevage au Kivu, t but a classification based on- the skull charac
teristics as a whole, rather than on the horns alone seems preferable. 

Whereas there are also certain marked differences in the general 
body conformation of the Egyptian cattl e (at any rate between the 
Longhorn and Shorthorn), the Kivu cattle (see Carlier, fig·s. 520, 
p. 778, and 527, p. 786) are apparently uni:form except for the horn . 
This is what can be expected after the intermingling of centuries. 
A notable difference is that while the Egyptian cattle are humpless, 
those of the Belgian Congo have cervico-thoracic humps of apparently 
muscular t issue. The dewlap is also strongly developed in the cattle 
of Kivu. The influence of the Longhorned Zebu in this connection 
is significant. 

An interesting :feature of the Egyptian paintings is that cattle 
of the same type are selected, not crosses which must haYe been 
available. 

Thanks are due to Miss D. Armstrong for drawing my attentior1 
i.o Yahuda's publication and to Mr. 'L'. Meyer for the excellent 
photographs. 
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II. H. CURS ON. 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 
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ZEBU CATTLE OF THIR.TY=FIYE 
CENTUR.IES AGO . 

Epst'e.1n ( 19U) . · 

Ftg. 3. 
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